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Productivity Messaging

Productivity Messaging is the key to a powerful system for achieving peak performance, motivating employees, and
inspiring team motivation. The Productivity Messaging technique modifies behavior by reminding, refocusing, and
ultimately reshaping habits and thinking patterns to improve productivity.
"First we form habits, then they form us.
Conquer your bad habits, or they'll eventually conquer you."
- A quote from Dr. Robert Gilbert

A habit is any action we perform so often it becomes an almost involuntary response. Our habits shape our lives. They
are fueled by repetition and gain tremendous power, becoming involuntary over time. To change our habits, we need to
slow their repetition, and become aware of them. The awareness loosens the habit's grip and creates an opportunity for
choice.
"Habit is habit and not to be flung out of the window by any man, but coaxed downstairs a step at a time."
- Quoted from Mark Twain (1835 &ndash; 1910)
Repetition means results. Productivity messaging relies on dynamic reminders to create awareness and conscious
choice. We learn through repetition, and reminders are the key. This intuitive principle is always present in effective
teaching and good team motivation. Productivity messaging techniques proactively coax the mind to think thoughts that
will become the patterns for future success. Repetition builds an understanding that we have the freedom to choose our
thoughts and actions in each and every moment.
The process of productivity messaging lends power and support for taking on life's toughest challenges including illness,
divorce, and substance abuse. Self Healing, Healthy Divorce, and Overcoming Addiction are all possible by making the
choice to develop new thinking around our every day reaction to such challenges. The direct and defined process of
productivity messaging can realign us with our inner unlimited potential.
"We are what our thoughts have made us; so take care about what you think. Words are secondary. Thoughts live, and
they travel far."
- A famous quote from Swami Vivekananda (1863 &ndash; 1902)

Productivity Messaging improves productivity by using dynamic quotes. Exposure to inspirational and motivational quotes
sets up a productive environment, helps direct goals, improve employee motivation, team motivation, and empower
success. More information about inspirational quotes, and improving productivity can be found at QuotesMotivational.com, the premiere resource for inspiration and motivation.
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